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Health schemes
From stress-busting plant-scapes and air-cleaning
green walls to vibrating sleep pods and detoxed
seating, the workplace gets a wellness-inducing lift

The battle to impiove the lot of office workers
is being waged in labs, universities and
research departments around the world.
And this new frontier is just as likely to
feature plant life, chemical analysis and even
vibrations as it is traditional office furniture.

Some innovations are taking on the very
air we breathe. To this end, Finnish company
Naava has attempted to harness the power of
nature.'Humans were in forests for lt5rooo
years, and have been in the built environment
for just 6,00o years,'says company co-founder
Aki Soudunsaari.'During the past ro to 40
years, we have been in more energy-efficienc
buildings breathing recycled air.'He argues

that the human body hasrit evolved to
breathe this indoor air, nor to be isolated
from green environments. Manufactured
goods such as furnishings can give off
harmful chemicals that, indoors, can cause

health issues from eye irritation to headaches
and nausea, while the reduction in indoor air
qualiry also reduces cognitive function, as

seen in a recent study from Harvard's Center
for Health and the Global Environment.

The Naava Green Wall (pictured overleaf)
is an automated and soil-free set-up that
purifies indoor air'better than plant leaves

can do on their own'. Soudunsaari says that
just two per cent ofplants'air purification
happens through the leaves; the bulk occurs
at root level. To maximise the benefits of
this,'we got rid of soil and put plants in a
porous material that makes them more than
a hundred times more efficient at purifying
air', he says. The growth medium encourages
microbes to flourish on the roots, breaking
down pollutants as air is drawn through the
root zone, then circulated by fans built into
the system. In Naava's study at rhe UI('s

New Territory's Parterre layout
Forming green desk dlvidels,
planting becomes part ofthe
office furnlture, almlng to instil
a feelgood factor

Building Research Establishment, t7 per cent
of harmful chemical methyl ethyl ketone was
removed in a single pass.

Furniture manufacturer Humanscale
is marrying a concern for air quality with
ergonomics. The US firm was an ergonomics
pioneer in the 199os, producing task chairs
by designer Niels Diffrient. Now it's making
efforts to eliminate toxic ingredients - such
as formaldehyde, PVC, chromium (VI), stain-
resistant PFC coatings and halogenated flame
retardants - from its products and processes.

By replacing chemicals ofhigh concern
with safer alternatives, 'we reduce negative
health impacts', says Humanscale's chief
sustainability officer fane Abernethy. Its
'Diffrient Smart' task chair and'Float' table
have both been subject to the treatment,

London design firm New Territory is

focusing on biophilia - the principle that ))
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Humanscale! detox€d seating
The'Diffrient Smart' chair was
the llrst to gain Living Product
certifi catlon. after Humanscale
worked to remove toxins

the very presence ofnature makes us feel

better - to improve workplace wellbeing.
The global trend for co-working spaces

has already raised the bar, with generously

planted environments popularised by the
likes of Second Home and Uncommon.
More conventional workspaces are following
their cue. New Territoryt Parterre
concept breaks up open plan layouts with
verdant dividers.'Rather than the plant
as an afterthought, this is a new set-up,

where plants create the boundary between

desks, offer porosity and deaden sound,'

says co-founder Luke Miles. Parterre features

trellis systems that can support plants
such as high-density ferns.

The World Health Organization exPects

mental health disorders, which can often
be stress related, to be the second largest

cause ofdisease and disabilityby zozo,
behind coronary heart disease. Ifinnovative
planting systems don't boost workers'
wellbeing, perhaps meditation and better
sleep will.'Many technologies measure sleep

qualiry but few products try to solve sleep

problems,' claims l(evin Lahtinen, co-founder
ofFinland's Loook Industries. Loook has

teamed with local tech firm Neurosonic to
create the Neuron Activation Pod, or NAP'
With conventional meditation,'you have

to be in the right mindset, and then you relax
your body. NAP goes the other way around;
it starts with your body, then relaxes your
brain', says fellow co-founder Ivar Gestranius.

The technology is based on sensory tissue

stimulation. Says Lahtinen: A low-frequency
vibration stimulates natural relaxation
mechanisms, helping users to sleep better
and to recover from physical and mental
stress.' Gestranius designed NAP's open-sided

Naava Green Wall
Air is drawn through the root
zone, where microbes in the
growth material remove
pollutants, then recirculated

Ming shan Digital Expetience
A meditation platform from
EPFL+ECAL Lab's installation,
which could have stress-busting
applications in the workplace

NAP by Loook lndustries
The pod creates vibrations
that relax the user and aid
sleep and recovery from
physical and mental stress

plywood frame.'We've made a nice pod
where you can get in the right posture for
the technology to work,'he says. Pods have

been shipped to offices in Saudi Arabia and

Germany, and Loook is discussing installing
them in airline lounges, as the technology
relieves iet lag, too, says Lahtinen.

While NAP attempts to improve the lot
of its users one at a time, Swiss design and
research centre EPFL+ECAL Lab is exploring
a collective approach. Working with light,
proiections and sound, its new installation
also intends to support meditation. The Ming
Shan Digital Experience is to be installed
in a Taoist centre in Bullet, Switzerland, on

z1 November. Users will sit on individual
platforms, with a light at head height that
encourages the meditative state, while
sensors give feedback on their wellbeing.

'We take measurements, such as pulse rate,

breathing and skin conductiviry because

the way that skin conducts electricity relates

to the emotional state of the user,' says

EPFL+ECAL Lab director Nicolas Henchoz.
Individual readings are combined to create

a group response, which triggers electronic
sound and light projections.'The goal is

to move from an individual meditational
state to collective meditation,' says Henchoz.
The modular design means that each element
of the installation, including the wearable

sensors, could be adapted to environments
such as the office, he believes.'We'll monitor
parameters to see how we can reduce stress

more generally in the built environment.'
Such interventions are afar cry from the

touchy-feeling standards ofbean bags and
motivational messaging above reception.
If they are adopted widely, they could make
a difference to the health ofthe workforce.:k
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